Development Trend and Application Prospect of 3D Printing Technology in the Intelligent Manufacturing

Abstract
The development of 3D printing technology is one of the signs known as the third industrial revolution. And it is the combination of industrial development and the development of artificial intelligence, which greatly promoted the development of modern manufacturing technology and control technology. In the future, the precision, intelligent and convenient, universal and stable operation of the 3D printer will become the future industrialization research focus and development trend.
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The Development Trend of 3D Printing Technology

In the backdrop of the big data and the information era, the 3D printers with single-step and single mechanized can’t adapt to the needs of the era development [1]. With the application of 3D printers, there is a larger demand for the development of the technology, which is mainly manifested about the more stringent requirements for the operation of 3D printers and the physical quality of printing. Therefore, combining the control technology of 3D printer with big data, improving its informatization and intelligentization will become the new trend of 3D printing technology development.

Elaboration

With the higher requirements of the manufacturing process, improvement of the accuracy of 3D printers is its inevitable trend [2]. Because alternating nozzle print, printing by material combining, and printing large parts are the application direction of 3D printing, the physical properties of the surface and internal for print out the components will have higher requirements [3]. These have benefited from the high precision of 3D printing technology, which is the guarantee of 3D printing technology directly for finished product manufacturing and parts production.

Intelligence and convenience

As we all known, there are many working procedures in the 3D printing process, including software design, post-processing, optimization of software control, conversion of different materials, removal of components, internal bubbles, and supporting material after molding [4]. The realization of the above process requires the support of programmed intelligent equipment. Although the current 3D printing equipment has a higher degree of automation, more intelligent and more convenient will be protection for the further promotion and application of the future 3D printing technology.

Generalization

“Generalization” of the 3D printer; on the one hand, it means that 3D printers are becoming more and more popular. On the other hand, it means "one machine with multiple uses" [5]. The 3D printer is used as the external output device of the computer, which can approach each user and printed the conceptual model of relevant software design by user into a three-dimensional entity. Different printing materials can be used to print parts to adapt to different application scenarios; it can save equipment replacement and maintenance costs [6]. The 3D printing service has become the new trend of industry development and has wide application prospect and great commercial value.

Stabilization

The stabilization includes controlling stability and running stability. With the development of industry, the application of industrial 3D printers will surely play an important role [7]. In the industry, the disturbance factor is complex, which will inevitably have higher requirements for the stability of the industrial 3D printer [8]. Improvement of control stability is to optimize 3D printer’s controller algorithm, including the application of classical algorithm and artificial intelligence algorithm in 3D printer. The improvement of running stability refers to the optimization of control technical indexes, including overshoot in control parameters, lag time constant, steady-state error, etc.

Application Prospect of 3D Printing Technology

3D printing technology will have a wide range of applications in the future, including equipment manufacturing, material research and development or processing, software design, service provide and so on [9]. If its application and demand are not keeping up, the development of the technology will be limited. The application of 3D printing technology will have a profound impact on traditional manufacturing industry, including the following aspects:

a. Firstly, making the manufacturing model undergoing profound changes. More traditional manufacturing technology with the method of reduction of material processing, the biggest drawback of the model is raw material waste is serious, 3D printing technology has changed the processing mode, which can save material, shorten processing time, and increase efficiency of industrial production [10].
b. Secondly, promote the rapid development of production technology. 3D printing is an integrated application of embedded system, computer aided design, material science, laser, control, network, material science and many other science and high technology and new technology [11]. The use of 3D printing is the transformation of the high and new technology from theory to realize the practice.

c. Thirdly, revolutionize will be done for the business model. 3D printing can make product production go personalized and customized, which will shorten the life cycle of products to market. Its advantage is that through the Internet, it can quickly establish efficient supply chain, market sales and user service network. This business model can achieve agile manufacturing and elite manufacturing.

d. Fourthly, the development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) will be promoted [12]. As a new concept in the 21st century, AI has begun to integrate into the public life. The combination of intelligent products such as the Internet of things, robots, smart homes and 3D printers has become a new trend, 3D printing to change traditional manufacturing industries, which will improve the sharing of technology. These innovations will feed back to old technologies and promote the creation of new technologies for 3D printing and artificial intelligence.

Conclusion

The 3D printing technology is a milestone in the development of manufacturing technology. It is a sign that people have made great progress in industrial manufacturing. Along with the continuous renewal of 3D printing technology, the technology can be more and more near people’s horizons, the high cost of product manufacturing obstacles will be eased, people will no longer passively wait for, but according to their own innovation actively to realize fast, thus create a popular innovation. 3D printing technology in the application of business and services, leading to production model, business model, competition model, etc. A big change that promote the production of “customization” business model, derive some new subdivision industries, guide the new economic development, improve people’s quality of life, provide more high quality life service to people.
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